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NOTES TO MARKERS
PREAMBLE
The notes to markers are provided for qualig assurance purposes to ensure the following

a)
b)

Fairness, consistency and reliabili$ in the standard of marking
Facilitate the moderation of candidates' scripts at the different levels

1. Comprehensive marking guidelines have been provided but this is by no
means exhaustive. Due consideration should be given to an answer that is
conect, but:
Uses a different expression from that which appears in the marking
guidelines
Comes from another source
Original
A different approach is used

.

o
.
.

When'evaluate'is used, candidates are expected to respond in either
a positivelnegative manner or take a neutral (positive and negative)
stance, e.g. Positive: 'COIDA eliminates time and cosls spenti an
te n gth y civi I co u rt p rocee di n gs.'4

2

3

NB:

1.

2.

The above could apply to 'analyse' as well.
Note the placing of the tick ({) in the altocation of marks

4

The allocation of marks must be inforrned by the nature of the question,
cognitive verb used, mark allocation in the marking guidelines andfte oenq of
each question.
Cognitive verbs, such as:

4.1

Advise, name, state, mention, ouUine, motivate, recommend, suggest,
$ist nat exhaustive) do not usually require much depth irt cdidates'
responses. Therefore, the mark allocation for each stat€lttrem$ar$aer
appears at the end.

4.2

Describe, explain, discuss, elaborate, compare, distinguish,
differentiate, justify, devise, analyse, evaluate, critically evaluate (Iisf
not exhausffve) require a greater depth of understanding, application
and reasoning. Therefore, the marks must be allocated more
objectively to ensure that assessing is conducted according to
established norms so that uniformity, consistency and fairness are
achieved.

5

1

lf for example FIVE facts are required, mark the candidates FIRST FIVE
responses and ignore the rest of the responses. lndicate by drawing a line
across the unmarked portion or use the word cancel.
NOTE: This applies only to questions where the number of facts is specified.

6 lf two facts are written in one sentence, award the candidate FULL

credit.

Point 15.1 above still applies.

7

Use of the cognitive verbs and allocation of marks:

7.1

lf the number of facts are specified, questions that require candidates
to'describe/discuss/explain' may be marked as follows:
2 marks (or as indicated in the marking guidelines)
Explanation 1 mark

o Fact
o

The'fact' and 'explanation' are given separately in the marking
guidelines to facilitate mark allocation.

8

lf the number of facts required is not specified, the allocation of marks
must be informed by the nature of the question and the maximum mark
allocated in the marking guidelines.

g

ONE mark may be awarded for answers that are easy to recall, requires
one word answers or is quoted directly from a scenario/case study.

I

2

SECTION A
QUESTION

1.1.1

A{{

1.1.3

Ar',l

1.1.4

D{{

{

c{{

I

Quality circles
Trade

//

mark{{

Merger

//

1.2.4

inflation//

1.2.5

Dumping

//

1.3.1 D {./
1.3.2 C /{
1.3.3

1.3.4 E { {
1.3.5 B /{

TOTAL SECTION

3

A:

30 MARKS

SECTION B
Mark first TWO question onlY

QUESTION 2 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

2.1

compo nents of market environment
Consumers

{

Competitors/
Civil Society/
Regulators/
lntermediaries{
Suppliers{

2.2.1

Primary Sector (mining)

{{

Motivation
Mining of Diamond {{
Business
Challenges
Environment
2.2.2
(a) High interest led to
lncrease of mining
equipment by more
than 1O%o
(b) The supervisor has
poor working relations
with employees {
(c) BD can no longer
export their products
due to the high
exchange rate {

2.2.3
Macro

^,1

Submax (3)

(4)

4x1

Strategic allies

Micro

{

Extent of Control
2.2.4
No Control

{

Market

(4)

Full/total/complete
control {

{

Submax (3)

Limited/little
influence r/

Submax 3

-)
(e)

NOTE: Answers can be in any order
lf the environment is matched with the challenge, mark
only the challenge.

o
o

Allocate marks if the business environment is matched
with extent of control.
Max (9)

2.3
2.3.1

Dfficult Employees

They tend to complain about
everything {
Will have a negative influence on positive
and new employees
Are usually not passionate about their jobs
4

-

Lack of Mission and

Vision{{

Lack of adequate
management

skillsd{

Will need a lot supervision to make sure
they complete their tasks satisfactorily
Can do harm to the enterprise if they say
negative things about the enterprise
Mission and vision is supposed to direct
business operations in such a way that the
business enterprise becomes a market
leader
A business enterprise without a mission
will be aimless and without direction.
Managers employed in such an enterprise
will not be capable of providing meaning
guidance and
Leadership to employees because
management will not know where the
enterprise is heading.
The business enterprise will not achieve its
objectives
Subordinates will not be inspired by
managers who lack important managerial
skills.
Managers asking managerial skills will not
be capable of managing their departments
successfully.
Employees managed by managers with
inadequate skills will be unhappy and
frustrated. These employees are usually
not very productive and could be
considering resigning.
Unhappy employees will cause a high
employee turnover rate which reflects
badly on the enterprise and complicates
the recruitment

Unions{{

Unions aim to further the interests of
employees who belong to the union,
Sometimes, unions make demands that
are impossible to meet.
This creates tension between
management and employees

Strikes and oo
slows{.1

Ca used by the inability of management
and employees to settle their differences
This means that employees strike
A go slow is an example of labour action
Employees work slow so that business
cannot meet its production target
Management experience loss of many
hours of production
5

Skills an shortages
among

employees{{

Employee
absenteeism{{

Business tend to have s hortage of right
skills and exPerience
Business sometimes tend to employ not
suitably qualifi ed PeoPle.
Employing unqualified candidates can
results in:
Accident in the workPlace
Poor decision making
Embarrassing for the business enterprise
alified e
Overloa
influences
senteeism
ab
Employee
productive.
irigfr emptoyee absenteeism can also be
ariindication of other problems such as
alcoholism or drug abuse.
Means that emPloYees resign from their
employers frequently and new employees
constantlY have to be recruited.
lndicates that a business enterprise is
experiencing Problems
It impacts on productivity, continuity and
the recruitment Process.
Potential candidates will be hesitant to
accept employment at an enterprise,

High emploYee

turnover{{

2x2

Any other relevant answer
2.3.2

Adapting to challenges of micro environment
a

a

-)

(6)

a

a

a

a

a

lnnovation .l - it needs a long term strategy that involves
research and development oT a brand new product or service. {
Concentration - when a business focus its resources on a
single product or in a single market.
Market development - when existing markets for the product of
a business are developed more intensively, and /or new
markets are developed for existing products.
Rationalisation - takes place when the business needs to
reduce costs drastically because of decline in profits.
Divestiture - involves selling off of one or more of the branches
or other assets that have turned to be liabilities.
Liquidation - when the management decides to close down the
entire business because it is not profitable
Any other relevant
+x2 =(8)

answer

2.3.3
(e)
6

Primary Sector

{{

Secondary Sector{{

Tertiary Sector{{

It involves extracting raw materials from
the earth e.g. farming and mining e.g.
tree cutting {
It involves converting the raw materials
into manufactured goods e.g. paper
manufacturingrl

focus on

the products from
area to the final

GOnSUmers

e.g. fumiture transported to fumiture
stores"J
[401
{

L

7

QUESTION

3:

BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Five marketing activities
o Standardisation and grading
o Storage /
o Transport /
. Financing/
o Risk bearing/
o Buying and selling

3.1

/

(5)

Note: Mark the first FIVE onlY

3.2.1 Psychological Pricing //
3.2.2 Skimming Pfices /'/
9.2.3 Penetration Pricing/'/
3.2.4 Cost-based / mark-up pricing /'t
3.3

CONSUMER GOO DS
Convenience goods
Shopping goods

/

(8)

MOTIVATION
Kuruman Traders is a retailer
mainl bread and milk/
sell
Next to them is a business that
sells electrical appliances such as
television set and microwave

ovens./
Across the road is a bo utique that
e of Vans./
sells a wide
NOTE: do not award marks for motiv ations that are not fullY
quoted.
Speciality goods

3.4

duties//

custom tariffs or import duties are
taxes placed on goods brought into South Africa

Tariffs / lmport

/

Trade agreements // certain countries enter into trade
agreements in order to promote trade between two countries

I

(6)

/

//

South Africa wants to encourage exports to
Export subsidies
foreign countries and therefore provides a subsidy on certain
goods and services that are exported

/

Protection policies the South African government puts laws in
place to protect local industries. Goods that fall under these
protection policies will have additional taxes added to them, which
makes them more expensive.

NOTE: Mark first THREE only
3.5

( 3 x 3)=(e)

Three stages in production control
Pre-control / focus on activities that take place before production
starts /
8

(e)

(6)

/

Concurrent control measures or monitors activities while they are
taking place/
Post control/ control of final goods and services provided

/

3.6

Ways in which business can comply to OHASA:
Each business should establish its own workplace safety
policy which stipulates conditions, precautions and
procedures related to its business and equipment
Employees should be familiar with the policy and should
adhere to the rules and regulations at alltimes
The business should identify potential hazards and ensure
that their hazard is minimised//
Establish precautionary measures to protect employees
against injury or illness
Oufline the responsibilities of employer
Outline the responsibilities of employee
Establishment of health and safety representative and
committee and their roles and responsibilities
Provide details of health and safety audits and inspections

o

//

.
r
o
.
.
.
o

//

NOTE: Mark first THREE

only

(3 x 2) (6)
[401

9

QUESTION 4: MISELLANEOUS
4.1

Scenario sexual harassment
4.1.1

4.1.2

(2)

Sexual harassment involves any unwelcome or unwanted conduct
of a sexual nature{{
from someone at work that causes discomfort, humiliation,
offence, distress{{

(2)

4.1.3

Ways in which sexual harassment can be addressed in the
workplace
. Formulate a clear policy regarding sexual harassment.{{
. lmplement clear grievance and disciplinary procedures.r/{
. Create communication channels that will enable employees to
discuss grievances with management{{
. Provide support and counselling to employees who have been
victims of sexual harassment../{
. Provide victims of sexual harassment with options as to how the
matter can be resolved.rhl (5x2) =(,l0)

4.2

Taxation advantages{{
Elimination of competition, resulting in increased turnover./{
New management to replace inefficient mangers or employees.{{
(3xz;=

4.3

1

The sexually suggestive e-mails sent by a female.manager to a
male worker at a motorcar cleaning service {{

Stages of product Iife cycle:
lntroduction stage // -beginning of the products life/
- Costs are high
- Very little or no competition
- Very little demand as product is still

Growth Stage

Maturity stage
takes place/

unknown
Sales are slow
Profits are low

//

- Competition is market begins to increase/

//

Demand for product increases ad
awareness increases
Sales increase
Prices decrease due to competition
Profits increase due to increased sales
and reduced costs
Costs are reduces as more products are
produced
- costs are reduced as large-scale production

-

10

(6)

Decline stage

//

Only the firct TWO

Production efficiency increased and
productivity improved
Large competition in market
Large demand for product due to
increased awareness and familiari$
Sales increase
Prices deerease due to increase in
competition
Diversification and advertising to
differentiate from competitors
Profits begin to decrease

- end of the products life cycle r'
Costs increase due to lower volumes
produced
Competition as well as demand decrease
Sales decrease
Profits decease due to increase in
production costs
Sometimes increased costs in
advertising or product development
(2x3)= (6)

-

4.4
Sales promotions
ln-store r'promotions to
increase sales/

{l

/

/

1A000/ = R 40 I kg {

4.5.1

400 000

4.5.1

4A{ x13A{fiA0{ = R52 tkg

4.5.1

52 x 10 000 = 52O 000r'
520

Advertising
Paid for non personal
marketing lool

(4)

(3)

/

(3)

000/ -400 m0/ = R120 000r/

R120 000-/"J{{

(4)

{10

NOTE: if only final answer is given and it is corect award full
marks

[201

TOTAL SECTION B: [aOl

11

QUESTION
5.1

5

BUSINESS ENVIORNMENT

lntroduction
Consideration of socio economic factors is essential to fully
understand the resource management issues{ and for making
sound resource management decisions{ an understanding of the
past and current could help explain the challenge and how to deal
with the current challenges.
The responsibility of the business involves the economic, r/ legal,
ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of
Max
organisations.

{

Any other relevant introduction

5.2
5.2.1

lmpact of socio economic issues on the businesses
Low lncome{./

.
o
.

Low income bracket : r/^/ tn South Africa has one of the
highest income inequality in the world{.
This is due to large differences between salaries of high
earners and low earners. {
Majority of people in South Africa work for a minimum
wage. The reason for that is the lack of education and skills
in the country, due to the cycle of poverty and the lasting
effects of apartheid.

Cultural and demographic issues^/r/
o Cultural and demographic issues{ of a particular area can
have an effect on the business in an area. {
. lf population grows the number of jobs must increase, if this
is not the case, a growing population can have a negative
impact on unemployment.
There will be an increase in consumable resources.
Crime rates get higher, infrastructure gets strained.

o

I

High birth rate./{
o A high birth rate will cause a high population groMh, { which
leads to more people will be looking for jobs{ and an even
higher unemployment rate.

Poverty

.
.

^i^/

Lack of access to healthcare, shelter and education r/are a
major part of poverty. {
Over 40% of South Africans are poor, but since 1994,
millions of people have gained access to drinkable water,
and thousands of inexpensive houses are under
construction.

L2

l2l

a

Poverty has a very negative effect on a nation because it
can lead to: crime, disease, misery and hopelessness.

HlVIAids
r HlVlAids has a huge impact on society through low
productivity, { increased costs, retraining new employees,
etc. { this has a negative effect on the economy as a whole.
. There are laws and regulations with regard to workers
infected with HIV/AIDS in the workplace.
r HIV positive workers have the same rights as other workers
and are entitled to the same training, development and
promotion opportunities as anyone else.

Unemployment
Unemptoyment means people who are economicalty active{ and
are willing and able to work but cannot find a job{. South Africa has
a very high level of unemployment level; the rate for South Africa
during 2O10 was 237o.
This is due to:
Cyclical unemployment - Economic cycles such as
recessione force businesses to retrench some of their
workers.
Seasonal unennployment -some jobs are just for a specific
season and then the position becomes unavailable.
Examples are crop harvesting and grape picking.
Structural unemployment - Sometimes it is necessary to
restructure the workplace because of new technology.
Old positions become redundant and workers must either
be retrained or are retrenched.
Frictional unemployment - there is always some
movement of jobs because of new positions opening
elsewhere which causes frictional unemployment.

-

-

Laek of education and skills
One of the results of apartheid was that many people{ did not
have a good education or skills training. {
This means that the middte age group of our population has a
lack of education and skills

r
r

White collar crime
Piracy is the unauthorised copying of videos, DVD's, movies,
computer games and music.
Because of piracy businesses lose money on lost sales; {staff
can lose their jobs if profits are low because of a drop in sales
and performing artists, musicians, entertainers, writers, etc.{.
Are not paid for their services or intellectual property.

.
.

Economic crime
13

a

a

This can be in the form of corruption, tax evasion, credit card
fraud, r/ goods smuggling, mismanagement of funds and public
fraud. {
Economic crime has the potential to destroy the finances and
the image of a business.

Ethical misconduct

.
.
.

5.2.2

Ethical misconduct is the type of behaviour that, {according to
the Code of
Ethics of an organisation, is not acceptable.
The following descriptions are examples of ethical misconduct
that could take place in the business. Sexual harassment,
Corruption, Mismanagement of funds.
2+1x4(12)

{

lntellectual property can be safeguarded by:

{{ which is the law that protects a person's intellectual
property, so that other people cannot use it as their own.

Copyright,

^/

Patent, which is a registered exclusive right of an inventor to make,
use or sell an invention.
Trade mark, which is any registered symbol, phrase, design,
sound, smell, colour, product configuration or combination of these.
It includes a brand name, a slogan or a logo
5.2.3

5.2.4

The aim of Labour Relations Act
. The aim of the Labour Relations Act (LRA) (Act 66 of 1995) is
to promote economic development, { socialjustice and
democracy in the workplace. r/
. The LRA recognises trade unions and workers'rights
. The LRA regulates all the parties in the employment
relationship and provides guidelines for settlement of disputes.
. The CCMA helps parties resolve their disputes through
mediation and conciliation.
o The Labour Court is a separate court to deal with all labour
4x2
disputes.
The functions of Trade Unions
a
A trade union is a labour organisation{ representing workers. ./
a
Create collective bargaining agreements{ concerning pay,
safety and work conditions. r/
. Advise employers on their human.l resource policies and
practices. {
a
Formulate and represent workers' rights and influence the
making of laws and policies that benefit members
a
Promote greater participation of workers in management
decisions that affect them.
L4

(e)

(8)

. Organise strikes and other industrial action to strengthen the
demands of workers.
. Represent workers in disputes and grievances with their
employers.
o Ensure the welfare and education of members on issues such
as HIV/AIDS, financial planning and social benefits.

5x2 (10
5.3

CONCULSION
The socio economic issues can have ensure that businesses take
consideration of the community in which it operates by creating
realistic awareness of the community needs and the prompt
response require{{.
The efforts that a business makes to maximise its economic impact
often refers to the economic impact the business has on
communities or societies within which it operates this refers to the
profit from the presence of the business{{
Any other relevant answer.

I
I

The Labour Relations Act
The functions of Trade Unions
Conclusion
INSIGHT
Layout
Analysis
Synthesis
Originality
TOTAL MARKS

)

140I

toN 5 BREAKDOWN OF MARK ALLOCATION
Details
Maximum
lntroduction
2
lmpact of socio economic issues
12
lntellectual property can be safeguarded
by:

{2)

Max 32

10
2
2
2
2
2

I
40

.

LASO - For each component:
Allocate 2 marks if all requirements are met.
Allocate 1 mark if some requirements are met.
Allocate 0 marks where requirements are not met at all.

15

\

QUESTION 6: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
6.1

lntroduction

/

Production is the process of making goods and services.
It is important that he business owner chooses the production
system that will best suit the product
Packaging is the way in which the manufacture chooses to sell his
product in. The manufacturer can choose between a wide varieties
of different packaging oPtions.
Manufacturers will also decide how to get their products from
Max (2)
manufacturing point to the final

/

consumer.

6.2

(2)

Body
6.2.1 ldentification and explanation type
system

of

production

//

Mr X makes use of batch production
in batches or groups /e.9. makes
Products are produced
jams and then makes chutneY
Multi-purpose machines/ are used to produce a variety of

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

/

Products./

People are trained in many different skills/ and can be
utilised in different aspects of the manufacturing process./
Products are processed in groups and are completed from
beginning to end before the next batch is started.
The process allows for flexibility; and variation on the
different products.
Production of one product / design is completed before
going on to another batch.
The process allows for flexibility and variation on the
different products
A wide variety of goods can be produced in small batches.
Suitable for products with a limited but stable demand.

Sub max
6.2.2

Advantages of batch production:

.
o
.
r
o
o
e
.

Similar products /can be produced in large quantities;/
The production process is flexible/ and can be adapted to
requirements of the buYer./
Fewer delays/ that are due to machinery breakdown./
Machinery is not /as expensive.
Quantities/can be changed easily./
Uses less/ skilled labour./
As products as produced for specific orders, not much
capital capital is required for stocks of finished goods.
The creative non-routine nature of each order poses a new
challenge to labourers and may lead to greater work
satisfaction.
16

8

(8)

o
o
6.2.3

ldentify the types of distribution channel Mr X is using and
explain possible reasons as to why he uses the distribution
channelthat he is using.
Mr X uses direct distribution //
. the manufacturer prefers to negotiate/ with the consumer
because he needs to demonstrate the products/
o intermediaries are not willing/ to distribute the

r
o
r
o
.
.
6.2.4

Companies take advantage of bulk buying
Quantities of batches can be changed easily, which reduced
wastage.
Sub max 12

manufacturers' goods/
the manufacturel is incapable/ of persuading intermediaries
to distribute his goods/
undulY high prot[t margins/ of intermediaries force
manufacturers' to do it themselves/
no axillary services/ such as transport, insurance, storage
etc. are offered by intermediaries;/
Dealers and consumer prefer the manufacturer to supply
directly to them because the products will be cheaper.
Greater control over the product and marketing.
Direct contact with target market for feedback and

imProvements

sub max

t1z)

Advise Mr X on TWO suitable types of packaging that he can
use to sell his jam and chutney. Explain why you recommend
these two types of packaging.
. Specialitypackaging// the product is given an image/ of
"must have' such a special bottle that he has packed jam and

.
.
a

chutneY in./
Re-usable packaging/t' the container can be used for
something else/ once the content is finished/
Kaleidoscbpic packaging where the container continuously
changing
Multiple packaging various products are packaged in one
container €.g., a shirt and tie wrapped together.

Sub max
6.6

12

(8)

(8)

Conclusion
Choosing the correct production system, packaging and channelof
distribution will determine the success of a manufacturing business
Max (2)

././

L7

(2)

6:

BREAKDOWN OF MARK
ALLOCATION
Maximum Total
Details

QUESTION

-)

lntroduction

2

ldentification and exPlanation type
of production sYstem

I

Advantages of batch Produ ction:

12

ldentify the tyPes of distribution
channel and exPlain Possible
reasons as to whY he uses the
distribution channel that he is
using.

Max
12

TWO suitable tYPes of packaging
recommend these two tYPes of
packaging

I

Conclusion

2

32

INSIGHT

l

Layout

2

An a lys i s/l nte rp retatio n

2

Synthesis

2

Originality/Examples

2

8

40

TOTAL MARKS

LASO - For each component:
Allocate 2 marks if all requirements are
met.

Allocate 1 mark if some requirements
are met.
Allocate 0 marks where requirements
are not met at all.

